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- What's an Apollo knot?- Who wore a Welch wig? Featuring over 60 new and revised entries on different topics such as
the Onesie, Brothel Creepers and the Birkin Bag, this edition is even more comprehensive and brings this outfit
historian's bible fully updated. With many more pictures to accompany the text and illustrate essential fashions –
including cartoons, prints and lavish color photos of surviving garments – this edition of the dictionary brings dazzling
and uncommon garments to life for researchers, students, outfit designers and everyone interested in the topic. Willett
Cunnington, Phillis Cunnington and Charles Beard.- When had been Zouave jackets the elevation of style?This new
edition of The Dictionary of Fashion History further updates the landmark work of C. Clear, concise, and meticulous at
length, this essential reference function answers countless questions relating to the history of gown and adornment and
can continue being the definitive guide for several years to come.
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Necessary for researchers of costuming, photography, cultural fads. This book is very thorough, covering many centuries
of fashion history. It is a dictionary with text message only and no images. Terms pertaining to men, women, and kids are
included. The publication would have been a lot more expensive to print if it had had pictures. Definitions are obviously
written... Amazing information, every they could add will be some . Five Stars We love it For instance, some words mean
different things in British English, American English, and Australian English. A great gift I bought this reserve for my girl
for Xmas, and she loved it. It would be better if those things were noted. She's extremely interested in the culture and
background of fashion, and as she stated, this would also be useful when reading literature such as Jane Austen.
Strongly suggested! goof Great book. Amazing information, most they could add would be some information upon when a
word can be used in other languages differently.
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